SAVOX HAS IT COVERED

Inductive Wireless Interfaces
- TRX Loop Pluggable Inductor
- TRX Pack Pluggable Inductor

Wireless Earpieces

Wired and Wireless Radio PTT’s
- Covert Car Key PTT
- SEP110

1- and 2-Wire Kits

Fully covert wireless Clarity wireless solution with inductive neckloop.

Neckloop / Microphone
- Disguised Remote Wireless PTT

Wireless Earpiece
- Remote Wired PTT

Radio Connector

For more information please visit www.savox.com
COVERT COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS FROM SAVOX
DISCREET COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS

From the most sophisticated, wireless solution for “deep” covert operations, to simple, cost effective products for light surveillance duties, Savox has a range of lightweight, unobtrusive radio accessories that allow you to communicate discreetly in all situations.

Benefits
- Provides totally discreet communication
- Wireless solutions available for maximum freedom
- Interference-free products provide clear and secure communications in EMF prone environments
- “Tones” options allow communication even when speech is impossible
- Converts your existing radio into a covert solution
- Works with most of the leading manufacturers radios

Industries/Applications
- Deep Covert Operations
- Surveillance and Anti-Terror
- VIP and Diplomatic Protection
- Police and Law Enforcement
- Commercial and Store Security

SAVOX Deep Covert Solutions

CLARITY INTERFERENCE-FREE SYSTEM

An interference-free covert neckloop/microphone system comprised of a radio-specific connector, wireless receiver module (with in-built PTT) and a disguised wireless car key fob PTT. For use with Savox RCR7 wireless earpieces. The system provides interference-free communications when used near power lines and other sources of interference.

- Interference-free secure transmissions between loop and wireless earpiece to the Savox exclusive, inductive technology
- Factory programmable encrypted wireless two-button remote PTT with security tones/volume control options
- Factory programmable wireless earpiece
- Multiple radio compatibility including TETRA
- Available with HR6 quick disconnect

COVERT BASE UNIT

A modular covert inductive system with in-line and wireless PTT. Inductive options of loop, brooch or flexible accessories. Various earpieces are available. Ideal for all covert surveillance roles. Also available with HR6 quick disconnect.

SEP 120

An inductive brooch microphone system complete with remote barrel PTT for use with wireless earpieces in a covert role.

SEP 110

A covert inductive neckloop/microphone system complete with remote barrel PTT for use with wireless earpieces in a covert surveillance role.

For more information please visit www.savox.com
SAVOX Covert Solutions

1-WIRE KIT
A 1-wire kit designed for listen-only applications. Includes a clear eartip, quick disconnect acoustic tube and replaceable speaker capsule. The kit can be used with ear inserts for increased comfort and is suitable for rugged use.

ENTRY LEVEL WIRE KIT WITH PLUGGABLE OPTIONS
A modular 2-wire kit that plugs into the radio connector with functional Mic/PTT fitted with a clothing clip for securing to the wearer's lapel. Modular speaker options include acoustic airtube, behind-ear style C-hook, over-ear style D-Hook and MP3 style. This is an ideal solution for security personnel, event management, hospitality and retail.

EARPIECE OPTIONS
- D-Shaped Rubber Earpiece with DIN Connector
- G-Shaped Universal Earpiece with DIN Connector
- Twin White MP3 Earpieces with DIN Connector
- Acoustic Tube & Speaker with DIN Connector

SAVOX Covert Carrying Solutions

UCH-100 COVERT VEST
A fully zipped covert surveillance vest made of breathable material that houses radio and covert radio accessory cables. Designed for use by covert surveillance operatives.

UTH THIGH HARNESS
A covert surveillance thigh harness to allow carriage of radio on the top of the thigh. Designed for use by covert surveillance operatives.

ULLH CALF HARNESS
A covert surveillance calf harness that allows carriage of radio on the lower leg. Designed for use by covert surveillance operatives.

For more information please visit www.savox.com